
TO: End Buyer, Buyer Mandate

Our Ref: fgmc/70888-A560

We hereby issue this Offer with given terms and conditions as stated in this offer to confirm
our readiness to execute a Sales and Purchase Agreement with end buyer, with the ability to
supply the following commodity according to the terms and conditions as below.

DIESEL FUEL EN 590 10PPM
FOB tank to vessel Singapore
Price 630$/MT
Commission: US $5/MT Buyer side US $5/MT Seller side
Qty 100K MT
Origin non Russian

Procedure as below..

FOB Revised Transaction Procedures (Singapore)

Buyer to issue ICPO and its bank details, passport copy, Certificate of Incorporation; buyer must
also provide bank statements within the last three days.

1. Seller issues Commercial Invoice (CI) for Singapore Tank Liftable Quantity (STQ). Buyer to
sign and return the Cl in WORD format.

2. Seller to issue the following documents upon receipt of the signed Cl.
Copy of Certificate of Incorporation.
Export Licence.
Copy of Singapore Tanks Product Availability Statement.
Product Passport.
Pledge of Supply
Tank Storage Receipt (TSR).

3. The Seller also issues the following documents to the Buyer to enable the Buyer to enter the
Sellers tanks to verify the EN590 of the subject matter of the transaction.
Unconditional Dip Test Authorisation (DTA)
Authorisation for Product Physical Verification (ATV)
Port Security Clearance Letter.
Singapore Shore Tank Inspection SGS Report.
Singapore Shore Tank Injection Report.
Certificate of Origin,
NCND/IMFPA notarised and endorsed by the seller and his bank.



4. After verification and validation, the buyer and seller sign the contract of sale.

5. The Buyer sends its SGS/inspection team to conduct a dip test in the Sellers tanks at the Buyers
expense. After full verification, the buyer provides its CPA, Q88 and all container details and the
seller injects the product into the buyers container.

6. The buyer pays for the entire product by wire transfer MT103/TT. Seller issues certificate of title
and subsequently issues all export documents and buyer takes delivery of the product.

7. The seller pays all intermediaries involved in the transaction within 48 hours of confirmation of
payment. Upon satisfactory conclusion of the trial transaction, the buyer and the seller sign a
monthly delivery contract, including roll-overs and extensions.

Pls feel free to contact us for further discussion

Sincerely

Fugo Materials


